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The New
Standard in
High Precision
Medical Grade
3D Printing

Digital Healthcare OEM Solutions
3D printing, or additive manufacturing, is changing the face of technology in healthcare. Your customers are looking
for solutions from a trusted provider, not off-the-shelf options that weren’t designed for healthcare applications or
regulatory compliance in the industry.
B9Creations brings technological leadership in additive manufacturing to bear for OEM partners, enabling you to
expand your offerings into this high-growth space with compelling ROI, outstanding customer experience, and the
confidence that comes from partnering with a company that understands global technology deployment in healthcare.
Serving customers, dealers, and strategic partners in high-precision applications in nearly 70 countries worldwide,
B9Creations has established itself as the industry leader in production, speed, and value, serving brands from Proctor
& Gamble to 3M, B. Braun Medical Inc., and the National Institutes of Health, with a track record of rapid innovation in
the healthcare sector.
Our strategy is built around being an agile
innovation engine that transforms market
feedback into customer-ready technology in
vertical markets that value our DNA of
excellence in 3D printing, with tolerances and
repeatability required for use cases from
medical devices that patients depend on to
guided surgical applications.
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Our Technology

As your customers demand more from additive manufacturing solutions and you seek to maintain your leadership in those
accounts, we can serve as your partner, bringing technology, services, and support that enable you to grow your business with
your target customer base.
We have years of experience serving as an OEM technology provider in the healthcare industry, developing software,
hardware, materials, and engineering solutions to meet customers’ needs. Our engineering and manufacturing capabilities
produce medical regulation compliant devices, and materials certified through third-party testing.
This proven performance in quality, speed to market, and scalability led to a strategic partnership with Mitsui Chemicals,
enabling us to leverage their expertise as a global supplier of materials in a variety of healthcare applications. Paired with our
experience as a Tier-1 OEM technology supplier to multiple healthcare industry companies, our state-of-the-art material
development lab is capable of producing ISO 10993* biocompatible and engineering-grade materials customized for OEM
partners.
Our team understands the demands of designing, developing, and deploying technology with global healthcare partners from
collaborating with multiple levels and globally dispersed organizations to regulatory compliance variations from market to
market. As you evaluate potential technology partners to fulfill the additive manufacturing portion of your portfolio, few
companies on the planet possess such expertise and experience.

Our Solutions

Hardware - Hardware solutions range from private-labeled versions of B9Creations products to customized additive
manufacturing platforms built to customer specifications with accompanying exclusivity in desired vertical and geographic
markets.
Software - Software solutions range from providing existing software packages branded with customer logos to
industry-leading computer aided manufacturing (CAM) solutions specific to your desired applications.
Materials - We possess the in-house material development capability to meet customer requirements ranging from
mechanical to thermal to varying biocompatibility standards.
Service and support – We can help you develop and deploy 3D printing solutions that fit within your global service and support
strategy, from providing end-user training and support content available for your rebranding and usage to functioning as a
partner in providing training and support for your end-use customers. Our tailored solutions ensure customer satisfaction,
ease of use, and deliver the long-term customer experience that aligns with your brands’ unique position in the marketplace.
Customer Experience – Our technology is known for speed, simplicity, and value, driving proven results in our customers’
businesses: revenue, profits, and recurring revenue streams via materials and accessories.

Our Track Record

Finding technology partners in 3D printing can be challenging when most companies are designed around direct-to-consumer
strategies, resulting in many copycat technologies and lookalike products with few differentiating capabilities.
B9Creations has invested in IP from its inception, ensuring that we and our OEM partners have freedom to operate and
leverage industry-leading additive manufacturing technology for applications requiring industry-leading accuracy, repeatability,
maintenance-free operation, and ease of use. B9Creations's portfolio of IP and expertise delivers healthcare-grade 3D printing
that performs beyond R&D into production environments and end-use applications.
Based in Rapid City, South Dakota, B9Creations is built around native lean business principals to ensure efficient, effective,
high-quality solutions capable of being deployed globally with minimal support requirements on our customers and an
unmatched customer experience for theirs.
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